
W11889 Adjustable Height Basketball Goal - Assembly Instructions 
Contents: 
 
Rim 
 
Rim Support Pole 
 
Center Pole 
 
Net 
 
Base 
 
 
 

1. Position center pole in middle of base.  The 4 plastic clips on the base should 
be on the bottom of the base.  The clips help prevent scratches to floors.  Align 
the holes in base with holes in center pole.   Use the (4)  1-7/8” long screws, 
with the lock washer and acorn nuts on the inside of the base, to secure the 
center pole in position. (see image 1 and image 2)     

 
2. Slide the Rim Support Pole all the way down into the Center Pole.  Position 
the Rim on top of the Rim Support Pole and align the 2 holes on each side of 
the Rim with the corresponding holes in the Rim Support Pole.   Use the (4) 1-
3/8” long screws with the lock nuts to secure the Rim to the Rim Support Pole.   
Position the screws with allen head side on the top and the lock nut on the 
bottom. (see image 3 and 4) 

 
3. Slide the Rim Support Pole up until the rim is at the desired height and one of 
the holes in that pole aligns with the hole toward the top of the Center Pole.  
Use the  1-3/4” long screw with the lock washer and acorn nut to lock the Rim 
Support Pole at the desired height.    (see image 5) 

 
4. The net is attached to the rim using the included string.  There are 12 loops 
on the top of the net that will attach to the rim.  Loosely tie one end of the 
string to the top of Rim Support Pole.  Weave the string through one of the net 
loops and then around the rim.  Continue wrapping the string around the rim 
then weaving it through a loop on the net until all 12 loops are woven to the 
rim.   6 loops should be woven to either side of the Rim Support Pole 
connections. (see images 6 and 7) 

 
5.  Optional - A somewhat automatic ball return on made shots, the bottom of 
the net can be partially tied off.   Using a string (not included), tie off about half 
the loops at the bottom of the net to the horizontal portion of the rim support 
pole as shown.  (see image 8) 
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Hardware Kit: 

(2) wrenches and allen 
wrenches 
 
(1) 1-3/4” screw, lock 
washer and acorn nut 
 
(4) 1-7/8” Screws, lock 
washer and acorn nut  
 
(4) 1-3/8” screws with lock 
nuts 

Image #1 

Image #2 

Image #3 
Image #4 

Image #5 

Image #6 

Image #7 Image #8 

   WARNINGS – Adult supervision required.   Do not 
“dunk” or “slam” the ball through the net or hang on the rim.  
Dunking, slamming or hanging on the rim could result in injury 
to the player. 

- Adult assembly and disassembly required. 
- Warning: small parts, choking hazard. 


